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ABSTRACT

In recent years there has been an intensive search for 'new ideas' to

enable the energy range of accelerators to be increased beyond that attainable

with existing techniques. Some comment is made on these ideas, but before this

is done, a general discussion of accelerating mechanisms is presented.
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1 INTRODUCTION

It has been evident for several years that the cost, complexity, and size

of accelerators to attain ever high energies must soon reach the limits that

are socially acceptable. Already some scientists in other disciplines feel

that high energy physics consumes too much of the available budget, though

there is a general agreement that this is one of the remaining 'open frontiers'

of science, and its exploration is a major cultural activity of our time.

Faced with this difficulty, major initiatives were launched in the early

1980's to look for some new concepts that would allow simpler methods of

acceleration and smaller machines to be devised. In the past, owing to a

succession of new ideas and developments in technique, the available energy has

increased almost exponentially, as shown on the well-known 'Livingston Chart'.

Although the cost per MeV has also decreased exponentially, this has not been

so fast. The logical outcome of this trend is fewer and fewer machines, until

they become too large to be affordable even with international collaboration.

The aim of any 'new idea' must be to do even better than the past trend,

if the attainment of ever higher energies is to continue beyond the early 21

century. This is less than a century after Cockcroft and Walton's first

accelerator and Lawrence's first cyclotron.

Among ideas that seemed worth investigating were those that exploited the

extremely high fields obtainable in modern lasers, possibly combined with the

high fields that can (in principle) be obtained from charge separation in

plasma. A further group of ideas which attracted a great deal of attention

makes use of the wake fields associated with a charged bunch. Wake fields are

usually troublesome, but methods of exploiting them in a novel way were

suggested independently in the USSR and Germany. Many other more speculative

ideas may be found in the series of conferences devoted to new concepts in the

period 1982 - 1987. The most recent of these was held in Orsay (Ref. 1).

It should be noted that searches for simpler unconventional concepts are

not new. As early as 1952, before the days of alternating gradient focusing,

an idea using electrostatic fields at a moving cross-over in an intense

electron beam was published by Alfven and Wernholm (Ref. 2). A year earlier,

an idea similar to the electron ring accelerator had been suggested in a

restricted report by Harvie (Ref. 3).
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Many novel suggestions were put forward by Soviet scientists at the first

International Accelerator Conference in Geneva in 1956. Perhaps the most

popular of these earlier 'new ideas' was the electron ring accelerator,

suggested by Veksler and colleagues and first published in 1968, (Ref. 4).

This led to theoretical and experimental programmes in the USSR, USA, Germany

and France. A comprehensive theory of thi.3 type of accelerator was presented

by Schumacher in 1979, (Ref. 5) and more recent experimental work may be found

in the proceedings of accelerator conferences. By about 1978 there were very

many suggestions for 'collective' accelerators, including particularly the

'ionization front accelerator', based on an unexpected mechanism discovered

accidentally by Graybill and Uglum in 1968 (Ref. 6). The term collective

accelerator is used here to denote schemes in which the accelerating or

focusing fields are provided, not by metal surfaces, but by fields associated

with beams or plasma. There are two possible advantages of such schemes;

first, there is no breakdown at metal gaps, allowing high field, and second, a

much simpler and cheaper physical arrangement appears to be possible. There

were several reviews of these ideas about 1970, for example by Lawson (Ref. 7).

Indeed, by 1980 two books on collective accelerators had been published

(Refs. 5,8), and a comprehensive review by the US Dept. of Energy was published

in 1980. This is summarized, together with many references, in a paper by Cole

(Ref. 9). Papers advocating various types of collective accelerator, mostly

based on intense particle beams still appear. These may be found in

conferences on accelerators and particle beams.

It is of interest to note that despite all this activity, there are no

collective accelerators in use today. It is also interesting that intense

activity around 1960 to produce microwave tubes based on beam-plasma

interaction was not successful.

We now return to the present, and consider the possibilities for the next

major advance in the search for high energies. It is generally agreed that the

next step is to build a proton collider of about 10 - 20 TeV per beam, and an

e~e* collider of energy about M - 1 TeV per beam. These energies are roughly

equivalent, since hadrons are composite, and less energy is available than in

collisions of leptons, which are point-like. Conventional synchrotrons for

10 - 20 TeV protons have been designed, and because of the intense unwanted

background in the collision region, this may represent the upper limit to the

usable energy. For electrons, however, higher energies than 1 + 1 TeV could be
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used, and the limit is a technical one; because of synchrotron radiation, a

linear collider is the only option. At the present time studies for linear

colliders of 34 - 1 TeV per beam are underway at Stanford, KEK and CERN. These

are based on a 'credible extension* of existing techniques. Many problems are

evident, and there is a tight web of constraints, allowing little freedom in

the choice of the parameters. This is imposed particularly by the requirement

of high luminosity, acceptable power in the beam, and acceptable power

consumption by the whole installation. The limit to the acceptable power is an

important factor in determining the operating frequency. If this is too low,

then with high accelerating fields energy transfer to the bunches is

inefficient; if the frequency is too high, then not enough energy can be

stored in the smaller structure, and this leads to later particles in the bunch

receiving less energy. Further problems with short wavelengths include the

need for very short bunches to avoid energy spread, tight tolerances, and wake

field effects which impair the optical quality of the beam.

In the light of these considerations, what is the status of the 'new

ideas'?. First, if a conventional approach turns out to be too expensive, will

one of the new ideas be cheaper? Second, if the present approach is

successful, do any of the new ideas offer the possibility at some later date of

progress to even higher energies, say 5-10 TeV?

First, anyone who has built an accelerator is aware of the large number of

variables in parameter space, and the rather small volume is which all can be

satisfied. The new ideas have concentrated almost entirely on attaining a high

field strength; questions such as overall efficiency, tolerances and staging,

where this is necessary, have scarcely, if at all, been considered. To gain

credibility, some view of the total system and its constraints must be

presented. Nevertheless, in spite of these cautionary remarks, the physics of

particle acceleration is an interesting topic, and these ideas should be

explored. It is perhaps rather discouraging to list the new ideas and point

out their problems. It is more interesting to include them in a general review

of the 'physics of particle acceleration1. This will not, however be complete;

astrophysical mechanisms, for example, will not be discussed. The emphasis

will be on mechanisms relevant to practical particle accelerators.
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2 Classes of acceleration Mechanism

There are many ways in which acceleration mechanisms may be classified.

Existing types of accelerator are conventionally divided into three main

classes.

1 Electrostatic accelerators, in which the accelerating field does not vary

with time. Such machines have many uses, but the potential available for

acceleration is limited to about 10 MeV.

2 Induction accelerators, in which the electric field is generated by a

changing magnetic flux. The betatron is useful for accelerating electrons

to about 50 MeV, and the induction linac can produce pulses of high

current and good quality. The mean accelerating field, however, is

limited.

3 Accelerators driven by radiofrequency generators. This class includes the

linac and synchrotron, capable of acceleration to the highest energies,

and the cyclotron which is limited in energy but flexible and capable of

high currents. In all these machines the particles to be accelerated

repeatedly cross accelerating gaps. They have the common feature that the

fields in the gaps can be resolved into a spectrum of travelling waves,

one of which has phase velocity equal to the particle velocity.

Many of the new ideas have some features in common with the third class of

accelerators above. Before attempting to classify them, we discuss in a

general way the interaction between a plane wave and a single charged

particle.

3 INTERACTION BETWEEN A SINGLE CHARGED PARTICLE AND A PLANE HAVE

It is well known that a single plane wave in free space does not in

general interact strongly with a single charged particle. Classically this can

be explained by considering the force or the charge. Since the wave always

moves faster than the charge, the direction of the electric field oscillates,

and a large energy cannot be transferred. If the particle is highly

relativistic, moving at the same velocity as the wave, the transverse force can

act for a longer time. It is almost cancelled, however, by the magnetic v x B

force acting in the opposite direction. Quantum mechanically the limited
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interaction can be explained by showing that energy and momentum balance cannot

be satisfied in the collision of a single photon and a single charge.

These observations will now be discussed in rather more detail. We

consider first a single particle moving in a uniform plane wave, as shown in

Fig. 1. A particle placed at point 1 with v = 0 at a time and place where the

field has a maximum value moves as shown in (a). The forward motion comes from

the v x B force. After a quarter cycle the particle is at 2, and the field

changes sign; after a further quarter cycle it is brought to rest at 3. After

the next half cycle the motion repeats with the y-velocity reversed. No net

momentum in the z-direction is transferred. Another possible orbit is the

'figure of eight', where there is no net forward motion. This consists of the

previous motion together with a steady component in the - z direction as shown

in (b).

If the electric field is very large, (or the frequency small) the particle

can obtain a relativistic transverse energy in the first quarter cycle. The

condition for this is that the cyclotron frequency u in the peak magnetic

field should exceed u, the frequency of the wave. The energy attained still

decreases to zero after half a cycle, but for large u /w it is given by

f = (ID /a)2. This can happen in laser fields or, more strongly, in pulsars.

Because the pulsar has a dipole field, which decreases as 1/r, however

y = (a /w) 2' 3, but this is still very large. In the

energies of 10 - 100 TeV can be expected, (Ref. 10).

= (iii /iii)2'3, but this is still very large. In the Crab Nebular pulsar proton

Forward acceleration does occur in a plane wave if there is dissipation of

energy by radiation. It is simple to calculate the forward force. Without

dissipation it is of the form <cosutsinuit>, which is zero (see Ref. 7).

Dissipation causes a phase shift in one of the components, so that the term in

the bracket <> is finite. In a non-relativistic calculation, including the

classical radiation reaction force F = ̂ 7 x t h e accelerating force is (in MKS

units, used throughout)

<Fz> = ± (4neo)rc»Ey» (1)

where r is the classical particle radius,

rQ = qV4ire0m0c
J (2)
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This is 'radiation pressure1, of significance in astronomical situations. It

is a 'second order' force, with the following properties. First, it is

proportional to q2 and E2, and second, the wave and particle are not

synchronous. It is interesting to note that this is analogous to the

non-synchronous force in an induction motor, where the starting torque is zero

if the resistivity is zero.

There is a further way of obtaining second-order acceleration, even in the

absence of radiation, by making E a function of z. By beating together two

waves of nearly equal frequency a large scale harmonic variation at the

difference frequency is formed. It can be shown that this gives rise to a

force in the z-direction given by

<F > = 7 %~ grad <E2> (3)
z 4 raw2 6

This mechanism is suggested for producing plasma waves in the 'beat wave

accelerator', discussed later; it was also used in earlier attempts to use

r.f. confinement for fusion, (about 1960).

We now consider the behaviour of a single relativistic particle with

velocity |5c injected into a plane wave moving in the same direction, it 'sees'

the electric field with frequency (1 - |})u>t = ii)t/2y2. This is much reduced

from w, so that the particle has a longer time to interact with the transverse

field, but there is an opposing v x B force which reduces the effective field

by the ratio (1 - p) = l/2y3. The particle pursues a sinusoidal trajectory,

and it is easily shown that the maximum values of x and x are proportional to

1/y and y respectively. This type of motion will be considered later in

connection with the inverse FEL mechanism.

4 PARTICLE AND WAVE IH THE PRESENCE OF HATTER

A particle moving in the same direction as a plane wave sees a field

perpendicular to its direction of motion, as described in the previous section.

If the wave normal makes an angle 6 with the particle direction there is a

component of field in the z-direction. This is shown in Fig. 2, where the

equations for the field components are displayed. The value of k is reduced
z

to k cos8, however, and this means that the phase velocity in the z direction
z

is increased to c/cos6, so that since cos6 < 1, resonant interaction in which

the particle velocity equals the phase velocity of the wave is not possible.
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This can, however, be achieved by slowing down the wave in a medium of

refractive index n, so that the phase velocity in the z-direction is less than

c. The condition for this is that c/ncosOj should be less than c, or

ncosSj > 1. Thus, acceleration is possible by the inverse Cherenkov effect.

It is interesting that the first suggestion for laser acceleration, by Shimoda

in Japan in 1962 (Ref. 11), was for gas in a waveguide using this mechanism.

Unfortunately the refractive index n must be large if E is to be large, and
z

this leads to problems with breakdown and scattering.

We now turn attention to fields outside the dielectric. These are shown,

together with their mathematical form, in Fig. 3. Since cos6o > 1,

sin80 = (1 - cos
J90) is pure imaginary. Setting p = l/cos80, from the

equations under Fig. 3 the relation cosJ90 + sin
290 = 1 yields

sin'9 = - 1/P»r' <4>

Outside the dielectric the fields decay exponentially, falling to 1/e in a

distance ^/|sin90l = Py\. Since the fields E and H differ in phase by n,

the impedance is purely reactive; looking outward from the surface it is

capacitive, with value Z0sin90 = -jZ0/f3y where Zo = (uo/eo) , the impedance of

free space. Since the impedance looking towards the surface is inductive, it

is possible to support an evanescent wave on a surface such as that shown in

Fig. 4; which consists of parallel plates terminated by a conducting sheet.

This can be considered as a form of grating built up from strip transmission

lines. The impedance per square, jZotan uiD/c, is inductive if the length of

the transmission lines is less than X/4. The matching condition is

jtan(wD/c) = j|sin6|Z0 (5)

whence

cose = sec(uiD/c) (6)

writing cos9 = 1/(3 = uX /c yields the dispersion relation for waves moving

z
along the surface.

ck - u sec(uD/c) (7)
z
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Unfortunately a problem arises if it is required to accelerate

relativistic particles with this type of wave. The ratio of the field

components (Fig. 3) is

|Ezl : |Ey| : |Z0Hxl = |sine| : cose : 1 = ̂  : ± : 1 (8)

As p increases towards relativistic energies the decay length Pf becomes
z

larger, the wave becomes more nearly a plane wave, and |E |/|E | -• l/y -» 0. It
z y

is clearly desirable that this ratio should not become small.

This difficulty can be overcome by having a wave between two surfaces

facing one another, a fact noted by Lohmann in an unpublished IBM report dated

1962, (Ref. 12). This arrangement is shown in Fig. 5. If the exponential

solutions are added in such a way that the E and H fields cancel on the axis,
y x

then the E components add. This may be simply seen from the field components
z

in Fig. 3, by adding the corresponding components with y and x changed to -y

and -x. The fields become

Hx = Ho [sinh ̂ ] [exp j(ut -

"i 7 H

E = ^ [sinh ô _] [exp j(wt - z/pX)] (9)
y p PfA

Z H
E z = - -Jp [cosh ̂ ] [exp j(«t - z/pX)]

Expanding the sinh and cosh terms for y << PfX gives

|Ezl = 2Z0H0/Pr, lEyl » 2ZoHoy/P'rA (10)

So that E > E so long as y < X. Thus, for an efficient accelerator it is

necessary to have a) double sided system, b) particles < X from surface.

In cylindrical geometry, the system becomes a disc loaded linac. Instead

of two plane waves, the field can be considered as a manifold of plane waves,

with wave normals on a cone at a complex angle 9 to the axis. The sinh and

cosh functions are replaced by lx and Io Bessel functions. Disc loaded linacs

have been used for more than 40 years. The idea of using gratings in

connection with lasers as accelerators was suggested by Takeda and Mitsui in

1968, (Ref. 13).
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A method of obtaining acceleration at extreme relativistic energies using

a single-sided grating was proposed by Palmer, (Ref. 14). Instead of a single

wave propagating in a direction perpendicular to the grating lines, he

considered a wave-pair at an angle IT/2 - o. For this configuration, waves with

y that is not large can be used, so that the field E in the direction of

propagation is not small. A wave-pair at angles n/2 i a to the grating lines

has a phase velocity cfi/cosa in the direction perpendicular to the lines, as

shown in Fig. 6. This has phase velocity c in the z-direction when p/cosa = 1,

or cos6 cosa = 1. Unfortunately thw arrangement shown by Palmer does not

result in a localized field of small transverse dimensions on the grating

conducting; side planes of order a wavelength apart must be placed perpenduclar

to the grating lines, and the scheme reduces to a minature 'open' linac. The

basic design considerations are now as for a miniature linac, with many

additional problems. For example, strong transverse fields make focusing

difficult; launching a wave efficiently from a laser is a complicated problem;

tolerances and wake field effects are extremely severe; production and

maintenance of bunches intense enough to obtain high luminosity, but short

enough compared with a wavelength that energy spread can be avoided, is

exceedingly difficult. Even if these problems could be solved, the gain in the

accelerating field, limited by surface damage, would probably not be more than

a factor 3 - 5 greater than that obtained at wavelengths of order 1 - 3 cm.

The possibility of building ultra-high energy accelerators using lasers and

gratings is not now seriously considered.

We have considered acceleration by a single travelling wave in a medium or

structure, and noted that the mechanism is the inverse Cherenkov effect. In a

large synchrotron, where there is a chain of of cavities, or a cavity type

linac, the gap field can be fourier analysed into a set of rotating or

travelling waves, and the accelerated particle only interacts with the wave

moving at the appropriate velocity. These waves are known as 'space-

harmonics'. This is illustrated in Fig. 7. Note that if we return to an open

system, for example a diffraction grating or antenna array, the space harmonics

occur at angles 6 given by different values of n in the expression

cose = nX/D (11)

where D is the period length of the system. When cos6 < 1, radiated waves

occur; when cos6 > 1, the waves are evanescent, as in Fig. 3, travelling along

the surface. A simple Fourier transform relation, familiar in antenna theory,
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connects the distribution along the grating (or aperture) in real space and the

angular distribution in cos8 space. (This, and many other connections between

accelerators, antennas, radiating charge, and atoms are pursued in a short

tutorial paper (Ref. 15)).

5 TWO-WAVE ACCELERATION, THE 'DIVERSE PEL* MECHANISM

In the previous section we studied acceleration in a plane wave guided by

matter, in the form of a dielectric or a metallic structure, which may be open

or closed. We now consider a two wave system, where the energy and momentum of

the photon and charge can be conserved without matter to provide or absorb the

excess momentum.

Returning to the remarks at the end of section 3, we consider a

relativistic particle moving in the same direction as a plane wave with

frequency uij. It sees a transverse force

Fa = qE,(l-p)cos(l-p)tii,t (12)

If there is now another wave in the opposite direction with frequency w2 this

exerts a force

: (13)

The particle sees the same frequency from both of these waves when

— = f-±-f = 4r3 when p = 1 (14)
u2 1 - P

For the same field strength the second wave exerts a force which is greater by

a factor (1 + P)/(l - P). The second wave can be considered as modulating the

particle orbit transversely as shown in Fig. 8 . The transverse electric field

of the first wave exerts a force which has a small component along the

trajectory. The size and sign of this force depend on the phase of the

particle. This force is usually described in terms of a harmonic

'ponderomotive potential', and the particles make longitudinal oscillations

analogous to those in a linear accelerator. Quantum mechanically this is the
1 stimulated Compton effect'.
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It is more convenient in practice to replace the second wave by a static

'wiggler1, with finite k but zero frequency. (This represents a virtual photon

with momentum but no energy). In this case (1 + (5) is replaced by 1 in

eqn. (13), and E by v x B. The ratio of frequencies seen by the particle at

resonance is now 2f2 rather than Af1. This is the interaction mechanism

employed in the free electron laser. It has been suggested as an acceleration

mechanism using a 'static wiggler' and laser driver. Advantages are that these

are no breakdown problems, and the transverse dimensions are not limited. This

idea has been carefully studied but there are many problems; for example the

accelerating field is almost perpendicular to the particle direction (Fig. 8),

so that acceleration is a second order effect. Another problem concerns the

focusing of the long laser beam. More fundamental for a linear collider is the

fact that the synchrotron radiation from the wiggler orbit limits the energy to

well below 1 TeV. It is now generally agreed that this is not a suitable idea

for very high energies.

Returning to the case with two travelling waves, the quantum mechanical

picture is that one photon is absorbed and the other emitted, so that the

difference of their energies is absorbed by the electron. Since the momenta

are of opposite sign also but also travelling in opposite directions, it is

their sum that is transferred. The particle thus gains more momentum than

energy. This is illustrated in Fig. 9. In the case of the static wiggler it

is the wiggler that supplies the excess momentum; it has finite k, therefore

finite momentum, but zero energy since w is zero.

It is interesting to note that the acceleration by radiation pressure when

radiation damping is present, (section 3) is an example of the 'spontaneous'

Compton effect.

6 ACCELERATION IN AN ELECTROSTATIC LAHGMUIR WAVE: THE BEAT-WAVE

ACCELERATOR

Important recent suggestions for acceleration make use of a 'Langmuir

wave', which is a longitudinal electrostatic wave in a plasma. This wave can

be excited at the plasma frequency, u J = nqVeom0. The wave number is

independent of frequency, so that the group velocity, 3id/3k = 0. Such a wave

cannot, therefore, be propagated from a source, but must be excited by a moving

pulse in the plasma. It is interesting first to consider the fields associated
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with such a wave. It is readily shown from Poisson's equation that the field

associated with such a wave is

E = amocui/q (15)

where a represents the modulation of the density in the plasma, Fig. 10. For

an approximately linear system a should be less than about K. Setting a = X in

eqn. (15), and E = 1 GeV/m yields u = 2.5 x lO^sec"1, n = 6.4 x 1015cnr3 and

K - 2ir/ui = 0.075cm. For E = 1 GeV per metre the wavelength would be shorterP M z
by a factor of 10 . These wavelengths are uncomfortably short for an

accelerator, since they require very short pulses to avoid energy spread. At

higher fields the wavelength would be even shorter.

A method of exciting such a wave by means of two coincident laser beams,

with frequency difference equal to the plasma frequency, was described by

Rosenbluth and Liu (Ref. 16); it was later suggested by Tajiroa and Dawson

(Ref. 17) as the mechanism for a 'beat-wave accelerator1. The basic physical

mechanism, applied to a single electron rather than plasma, has already been

described in section 3. The two lasers beat together to produce a gradient

proportional to grad <E2>; this produces a density modulation in the plasma

with wavelength equal to the wave velocity divided by the frequency difference

at the two lasers. The dispersion relation for a single transverse

electromagnetic wave in the plasma is ck2 = w2 - u 2 . For w > u this gives

phase velocity ui/k = c(i + u V2u>2) and group velocity 3ui/3k = c(l - iop2/2w2).

If two frequencies u^ and u2 are propagated together, where the plasma

frequency is W = uij - ua, then a beat wave with frequency Aw = w and wave

number Ak = k2 - kj travels through the plasma. This excites a Langmuir wave

with phase velocity equal to Aw/Ak which, when Am and Ak are small, is equal to

the group velocity of the original waves,

This is less than c, so that a relativistic particle slips in phase with

respect to the accelerating wave. For this reason, and also the depletion of

the laser signal, the accelerator has to be built in a number of stages.

The physics of how the beat wave builds up has been much studied, but the

behaviour of the beam over long distances, and its transverse structure are not
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well understood. An attempt to see how the idea might be built into an actual

accelerator, based on a parameter study by Ruth and Chao (Ref. 17), was made by

a Rutherford Laboratory study group in 1983 (Ref. 18). Very considerable

difficulties of a fundamental nature were found when an actual accelerator

system with high luminosity and acceptable efficiency was considered. Some of

these are listed:

1 Difficulty of devising mechanical arrangement of stages.

2 Lack of a suitable high repetition rate, high efficiency, high power,

laser.

3 Low efficiency of energy transfer to particles from laser light.

4 The problem of making intense particle bunches of length << Xp (to

maintain acceptably low energy spread).

5 Strong transverse focusing and defocusing fields which make transfer

between sections, or into the final focusing section, difficult.

6 Dispersion in bending magnets between stages.

7 Production of uniform plasma at high repetition rate. (Heat disposal, no

windows etc).

These problems have not been shown to have solutions, and few (if any)

accelerator physicists today would regard the beat-wave concept as a basis for

a credible accelerator with high energy and high luminosity. Nevertheless the

physics of beat-waves is interesting, and no doubt experimental and theoretical

studies will continue.

7 THE PLASMA WAKE FIELD ACCELERATOR

A second way of exciting a Langmuir wave is by means of a bunch or sheet

of charge. If the bunch moves at a relativistic velocity through a plasma it

excites behind it a Langmuir wave with phase velocity equal to the velocity of

the bunch, and frequency equal to the plasma frequency. The fields associated

with this wave may be termed 'wake fields'. A sheet current of charge density

o per square metre gives rise to a travelling wave of amplitude E = o/e0. A

finite bunch gives a field of finite lateral extent, and for non-relativistic

motion of the plasma electrons the bunch radius must be less than Nr , where N

is the number of electrons in the bunch and r is the classical electron

radius. A bunch of smaller radius than the 'collisionless skin depth', c/u ,

leaves a wake of radial extent about c/u .
P
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The proposal is to accelerate bunches of particles to energies that are

relativistic, but much less than the final energy required. These are then

used to drag a second bunch of particles to very high energies in a number of

stages. The hope is that the value q / Edl accelerating the second bunch can

be much greater than the energy of the particles in the first bunch. A number

of papers have been published investigating the conditions under which this

might be done. Much of this work is discussed in papers by Ruth and Chen

and by Chen (Ref. 20) which refer to earlier papers in this field. The authors

reach a cautiously optimistic conclusion that high accelerating fields in the

range of 1 - 10 GeV efficiency of energy transfer from the leading bunch to the

bunch being accelerated might be achieved.

Many questions remain, however if a complete accelerating system is

postulated. Quite formidable problems need to be faced in forming and

positioning the guiding bunch, and, as with the beat-wave scheme problems exist

in utilizing such a short wavelength, arranging the staging, and replacing the

plasma between pulses. The general consensus now is that the plasma wake field

concept is not credible as a high luminosity accelerator, but that the high

fields that can be generated might be useful as a 'plasma lens" to help is the

final focusing of a more conventional scheme (Ref. 21).

8 WAKE FIELD ACCELERATOR USING METAL CONDUCTORS

A system using converging wake fields from a ring beam, moving through a

disc structure has been advocated by Voss and Weiland (Ref. 22). Each disc has

a conentric ring shaped slot through which the ring beam passes, and a small

central hole where the converging wake field generated by the ring creates a

field hopefully ten times greater than that required to accelerate the ring.

This, and other variants, have often been described (Ref. 23), and an

experimental programme has demonstrated the general principle of operation.

The scheme is ingenious, and some interesting experimental work has been done,

but the general view is that it is complicated, and tolerances would be

extremely tight, particularly because of the small size of the central beam

hole that is required to obtain high voltage gain. (If this hole is too small,

transverse wake fields from the accelerated beam are destructive).

Furthermore, the maximum accelerating field that can be envisaged does not

exceed by a large factor that obtainable by conventional disc loaded waveguide

fed by rf generators.
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A variant of this scheme, using not a ring beam but a sequence of laser

triggered pulses, arranged to generate a converging wave between the discs has

been proposed by W Willis. This is also being studied experimentally and

theoretically, (Ref. 24). The objective is to produce a simpler arrangement

than the ring driver wake field scheme. Some problems are removed but others

are substituted, and credibility as an accelerator is yet to be demonstrated.

For a more complete description of the two schemes described in this

section the references should be consulted. Some information, with diagrams,

is given in a recent popular review article by Sessler (Ref. 25). In both

these schemes the form of the accelerating field is not harmonic either in

space or time, so that the description of the accelerating mechanism given in

the previous sections is not appropriate. Since the fields are pulsed, a wide

spectrum of frequencies is present. To prevent dispersion, therefore, the

source of the fields, (ring, or spark gap) must be close to the particles to be

accelerated.

9 CONCLUSION

After studies of a number of 'new concepts' for particle acceleration it

now looks as though the way ahead forwards a 1 + 1 TeV electron collider will

be by extension and development of conventional technologies. The ideas

studied during the past few years might provide high accelerating fields, but

many problems appear when application to a complete accelerating system is

considered. Many other strict requirements, often contradictory, must be

satisfied.

It has at times been suggested that after further development these ideas

might contribute to machines even further into the future. Much more complete

and realistic assessments are required before such a conjecture can be

sustained. Nevertheless much of interest has been learned, and other

applications, for example to the high fields required in the final focusing of

a collider, may be found.
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FIGURE CAPTIOUS

Fig. 1 Trajectories of single charges in a travelling electromagnetic wave.

(a) The charge starts from rest at point 1 at a time when the field

is a maximum. It is bent forward by the magnetic field, and reaches

point 2 a quarter of a cycle later. During the next X cycle the

fields are reversed and it comes to rest at point 3, after which the

motion repeats.

(b) As (a), but with a superposed velocity opposite to that of the

wave that cancels the forward drift.

If the charge has a large initial velocity, then the electric and

magnetic fields act as a small harmonic pertubation causing a small

sinusoidal modulation of energy and direction. For a particle

parallel to the wave normal the energy variation is small.

Fig. 2 Fields associated with a uniform plane wave moving at an angle 9 to

the x-direction, with magnetic field in the y-direction. For a

harmonic dependence exp(jut-k*x) the components may be written

E = -E coseexp[-j(zcos6 + ysin9)A + jut]

E = E sineexp[-j(zcos8 + ysin8)A + jut]
z o

Z H = E exp[-j(zcos9 + ysin6)A + jut]

with

v = p c = c/cos6 > c
z z

Fig. 3 Waves near a dielectric-vacuum boundary at which total internal

reflection is occurring; cos6 = ncos91 > 1. Inside the dielectric

there are plane waves at ± &lt outside there is an evanescent wave

with 1/e length equal to PyX. Using the relations cose = 1/(3 and

sin9 = j/Pf the equations of the fields outside the dielectric may

be written

Ey

where

COS9Q = 1/p, sin9Q = -j/Pr
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with

v = pc = c/cos8 <c

Fig. 4 Idealized grating, capable of supporting an evanescent wave. When

the slot depth D is between 0 and A/4 = irc/2ui the impedance looking

into the surface is inductive.

Fig. 5 Sketch illustrating the addition of two exponentially varying field

configurations between two inductive surfaces of the kind shown in

Fig. 4. If the E fields shown in the left hand diagram add on the
z

symmetry plane, then the E and H components cancel there.
y x

Fig. 6 Plan view of grating, showing waves moving at n ± a to the grating

lines. These waves have phase velocity c/X0 = ccos0o along the wave

normals, and c/cos60 cosa in the z-direction. This is equal to c

when cos60 coso = 1.

Fig. 7 An antenna array and a linac (in which the particle velocity changes

slowly) are examples of periodic systems. If the frequency of the

wave is f and D the gap spacing, the fields can be Fourier analysed

into waves moving with velocity fD/n, where f is the frequency, D

the gap spacing and n an integer. Resonant interaction occurs when

this is equal to pc. Setting P = l/cos8 and fX = c, this yields

cosO = nA/D. In antennas the useful range is when cosS < 1, whereas

for acclerators cos6 must exceed unity.

Fig. 8 Resonant interaction between relativistic particle and two

oppositely directed plane waves. At the top, the plane wave moving

to the right and the particle are shown schematically. Below, the

amplitude of E is shown, and then the sinusoidal particle

trajectory induced by the wave travelling from the left, together

with the force on the charge. The phase of the particle has been

chosen such that the accelerating force along the trajectory is a

maximum.

Fig. 9 Diagram illustrating quantum mechanical descriptions of the two-wave

interaction. If two photons are involved, overall energy and

momentum balance can be achieved without the presence of matter.

Fig. 10 Definition of a for Langmuir wave in plasma.
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